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Fall 2005 – R/TV 280 Syllabus 
 
Class Date    Subject   Reading 
 
Mon. 8/29    Course intro   Ch. 1 
 
Wed. 8/31    Writing exercise  Ch. 2 
 
Fri.    9/2    Words 
 
Mon. 9/5    HOLIDAY 
 
Wed. 9/7    Writing exercise  Ch. 3 
 
Fri.    9/9    Rules and phrasing Ch. 4 
 
Mon.  9/12    Sentences   Ch. 5 
 
Wed.  9/14    Leads 
 
Fri.     9/16    Endings 
 
Mon.  9/19    Review 
 
Wed.  9/21    Review Quiz  Ch. 6 
 
Fri.     9/23    Putting it all together        Ch. 7 
 
Mon.   9/26    Working with bites 
 
Wed.   9/28    Writing exercise 
 
Fri.      9/30    Lead-in’s etc.    Ch. 8  
 
Mon.   10/3    Reporting     Ch. 9 
 
Wed.   10/5    Defining terms    
 
Fri.       10/7    Guest lecture 
 
Class Date Subject             Reading 
 
Mon.   10/10    Reporting exercise due 
 
Wed.   10/12     Review 
 
Fri.      10/14     Reporting 
 
Mon.    10/17     Audio Editing 
 
Wed.    10/19     Audio Editing 
 
Fri.    10/21    Semester reporting assignments Ch. 10,11   
      (individual and team reports) 
Mon.    10/24     Interviewing       
 
Wed.    10/26                               Use of sound                              Ch. 12,13 
       (deadline for individual story ideas) 
Fri.       10/28    Styles 
 
Mon.    10/31    Writing and reporting 
 
Wed.     11/2    Writing and reporting                 Ch. 14,15 
     (deadline for team outlines) 
Fri.    11/4             Writing and reporting 
 
Mon.    11/7                         Writing and reporting 
 
Wed.     11/9      Writing and reporting 
 
Fri.        11/11      Writing and reporting 
 
Mon.     11/14      Review 
 
Wed.      11/16      Review Quiz 
 
Fri.      11/18       Writing and reporting     Ch. 16,17 
        (deadline for produced team reports) 
 
 
Class Date         Subject         Reading 
 
    
Mon.       11/21                          Writing and reporting      Ch. 18,19  
                                   (deadline for individual script outlines)  
Wed.       11/23        HOLIDAY 
 
Fri.           11/25         HOLIDAY 
 
Mon.        11/28                              Writing and reporting                Ch. 20,21 
 
Wed.        11/30        Writing and reporting 
 
Fri.           12/2         Writing and reporting 
                                                        (deadline for individual reports) 
Mon.         12/5          Review 
 
Wed.         12/7                                 Review 
 
Fri.         12/9                                 Final Notes    
 
12/16 – 12/17         FINAL EXAM WEEK 
                 
 
   
